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Abstract
In multiple sclerosis (MS), a relationship with viral infection has long been recognized, starting from clinical
evidence of an association between infectious events and disease onset or relapse. Herpesviridae and human
endogenous retroviruses (HERVs) are among the most studied viral families in MS. These exposures share the
characteristic of being latent persisting infections with hidden or dormant phases that allow them to escape
immune detection and reactivate upon exposure to several stimuli. Moreover, their preferential tropism for cells of
the central nervous system (CNS) and immune system accounts for their plausible pathogenic role in
neuroinflammation. Compartmentalized and persisting chronic inflammation within the CNS is a feature of MS, as
compared with other forms of self-limiting demyelinating conditions. This has suggested the existence of a
persistent agent (such as a latent virus) that sustains the pathogenic loop and determines consequent tissue
damage, failure of reparative mechanisms, and accumulation of neurological deficits. This review aims to survey
the literature on the relationship between viruses and MS, with special reference to the levels of complexity in the
loop that can modify disease risk, namely non-genetic risk factors (including viral components) that interact with
each other and with genetic variants, with possible effects on both the host and viral genome. We will also review
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the latest advances in therapeutic targeting virus-induced dysregulations in MS.
Keywords: Epstein-Barr virus, herpesvirus, human herpesvirus 6, human endogenous retroviruses, multiple
sclerosis, neuroinflammation, neurodegeneration

INTRODUCTION
Emerging data show a correlation between viral infection and neurodegenerative disease[1]. One current
hypothesis considers the role of inflammation caused by viral infections in sustaining neuronal dysfunction
and propagating neurodegeneration[2]. Viruses can induce brain damage by directly infecting the central
nervous system (CNS) or through the resulting inflammatory response. Neurotrophic viruses such as
herpesviruses and polyomaviruses can overcome host protective immunological mechanisms and enter the
CNS, where they can elicit acute cell dysfunction, remain silent, or latently activate in infected cells over
time. Through other indirect mechanisms, they can bring about lymphocyte activation and the subsequent
release of proinflammatory cytokines that trigger neurodegeneration and affect cell-specific functions[3].
These mechanisms may be exacerbated by conditions of cell vulnerability due to disease-associated genetic
variants[4]. Viruses have recently been associated with neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s
disease (AD)[1,5-7] and Parkinson’s disease (PD)[8,9], where the presence of an inflammatory component in the
pathogenic loop has only recently been recognized. Although these mechanisms linked to viral roles remain
hypothetical and are still being investigated in classical neurodegenerative diseases, in multiple sclerosis
(MS) the relationship with viral infection or viral components has long been recognized, starting from
clinical evidence of an association between infectious events and disease onset or relapse.
Many viruses have been associated with MS over time with variable levels of evidence. In Table 1, we
summarize data on viruses that have a controversial association with MS. Evidence regarding the possible
role of these viruses as contributors to MS development is inconsistent, and for some of them a protective
role was even suggested [Table 1]. Two virus families, whose role as risk exposures for MS have received the
most plausible and convincing support, are Herpesviridae and human endogenous retroviruses (HERVs).
Though the mechanisms through which these exposures contribute to MS etiopathogenesis are still being
investigated, the two families have shown a consistent association with MS, which make them at least
biomarker candidates of disease progression and therapy outcome. Herpesviridae and HERVs share the
characteristic of being latent persisting infections with a hidden, inactive, or dormant phase that allows a
potential pathogen to escape immune detection and reactivate upon exposure to several stimuli. Their
preferential tropism for cells of the CNS and immune system accounts for their potential pathogenic role in
neuroinflammation, whereby most pathological events remain compartmentalized within the CNS,
mediating the persistence of chronic inflammation and the accumulation of neurological deficits. Among
Herpesviridae, Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and human herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6) prevail in several pathological
and sero-epidemiological studies, while HERV-H/F and HERV-W families have been found to be MSassociated retroviruses (MSRVs).
Convergent evidence points to the role of EBV in neuroinflammation. Common patterns were observed in
the epidemiology of infectious mononucleosis (IM) and MS[10,11]. MS risk is about 2-3 folds higher among
individuals with a clinical history of IM, as compared with those without a history[12,13]. Compelling evidence
has demonstrated that individuals who are not infected with EBV rarely, if ever, develop MS[3]. In a
longitudinal study based on the Department of Defense Serum Repository, which contains samples from
over 7 million young adults, individuals who were EBV-seronegative at baseline did not develop MS
symptoms until at least several months after EBV seroconversion[14] . The high EBV seroprevalence in
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Table 1. Viruses with controversial associations with multiple sclerosis

Virus

Ref.

Evidence for

VZV

[98,111-117]

- Absence of VZV DNA in the serum and CSF of MS
- Acquired earlier in life by MS patients
patients
- High seroprevalence of VZV antibodies in the CSF of MS
patients
- VZV restricted to MS clinical relapse period in PBMCs
- VZV reactivation could act as a trigger in MS disease onset
and may trigger immune-mediated demyelination processes

TTMV

[118,119]

- Clonally expanded T cells from the CSF of MS patients
recognize viral motifs

- No difference between MS and healthy subjects in
the level of TTMV infection

CMV

[120-124]

- T cells specific for CMV- elicited inflammation and worse
demyelination in MS animal models
- CMV has been found in demyelinating plaques and in the
CSF of MS patients
- Enrichment of CMV-specific CD8+ T cells in chronic
inflammatory lesions of the MS brain

- CMV infection is associated with antiinflammatory activities, which could lead to a less
severe disease course
- CMV infection acquired during childhood reduced
the risk of developing MS or CIS in subjects up to 18
years

Measles

[125,126]

- Measles antibody titers were significantly higher in blood
samples of MS than in control cases
- Higher levels of measles antibodies in CSF were found in
more disabled patients with a malignant disease course

- No correlation was found between the presence
and level of serum anti-measles antibodies and antiMBP T cell activity
- The measles vaccination is not associated with MS

Rubella

[127,128]

- Rubella virus multiplies to low titer in glial cell cultures
derived from rats, and induces damage to oligodendrocytes
and myelin

- No evidence

Coronavirus [129]

- Some coronaviruses are neurotropic and disrupt the bloodbrain barrier, causing immune-mediated demyelinating-like
lesions in rodents

- No evidence

HSV-1

- HSV-1 antibodies were found in the CSF of MS patients

- Prior HSV-1 immunity could be protective against
MS

[130-132]

Evidence against

CIS: Clinically isolated syndrome; CMV: cytomegalovirus; CSF: cerebrospinal fluid; HSV-1: herpes simplex virus type 1; MBP: myelin basic protein;
MS: multiple sclerosis; PBMCs: peripheral blood mononuclear cells; TTMV: torque teno virus; VZV: varicella-zoster virus.

pediatric MS confirms the peculiar role of EBV with respect to other exposures for MS development[15].
The evidence of EBV-infected B cells in post-mortem brains of MS cases remains a controversial point[16-18].
The recent success of B cell depleting therapies in relapsing-remitting and progressive forms of MS was
regarded as indirect evidence that targeting EBV could improve disease course, since memory B cells harbor
latent virus infection[19]. A pilot trial with in vitro expanded autologous EBV-specific T cell therapy directly
tested the hypothesis that targeting EBV could be beneficial in progressive MS[20].
Another herpesvirus associated with neuroinflammation is HHV-6, a neurotropic virus that may be
commensal at a low number of copies in normal brains, but was reported to be enriched and more active in
MS lesions[21]. A proposed association between HHV-6 and MS was first made in the early nineties with a
histopathological study showing increased detection of HHV-6 DNA and proteins within MS plaques and
specifically within oligodendrocytes as compared with control tissue[22]. In addition, anti-HHV-6 antibody
titers in the serum of MS patients were found to be higher than in a cohort of healthy controls[23]. To explain
how HHV-6 might act as a co-factor agent in MS, several hypotheses have been and are being explored,
namely molecular mimicry, virus inhibition of the proliferation and viability of oligodendroglial cells,
failure of myelin repair, and bystander effects.
HERV persists after ancestral retroviral infections, constituting up to 8% of the entire genome. Its presence
is the result of a co-evolutionary process favoring a trade-off between pathogenic potential (usually kept at
bay by several hereditary and environmental countermeasures, as well as by their incompetence or silenced
coding potential) and benefits from some HERV functionalities. MSRV was first described by Perron
et al.[24] in 1997, when this group isolated the retroviral sequence from the meningeal and EBV-
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immortalized B cells of MS patients. The same sequence was also detected in non-cellular RNA from the
plasma and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of untreated patients. Over the next decades, MSRV was consistently
found in tissues from MS patients and the dynamics of MSRV gene expression proved to parallel and
predict disease phases, MS progression, and therapy outcome[25]. Research is currently focused on the
molecular aspects that determine HERV reactivation in response to exogenous and genetic MS risk factors
and on antiretroviral treatments active against disease progression.
In the next sections, we survey the latest results on the relationship between the viruses (herpesviruses and
HERV) and neuroinflammation, and discuss the potential identification of new virus-related biomarkers
and therapeutic targets for an etiologic therapy against MS.

HERPESVIRUSES AND NEUROINFLAMMATION
EBV

Herpesviruses, both those with tropism for nerve cells as well as those that preferentially infect lymphocytes,
are widely associated with neurological disease. The most meaningful example is represented by EBV, a herpesvirus that infects epithelial cells by establishing a lytic (replicative) phase followed by a latent phase in
which it persists within B lymphocytes. In some circumstances, the latency phase can be disrupted and the
virus can shift into a replicative phase that allows its propagation[26].
Many epidemiological, clinical, and laboratory studies support the involvement of EBV infection in MS
neuroinflammation, but we still do not know the mechanisms through which the virus may contribute to
disease development[27]. Among the attempts to clarify these mechanisms, our group and others[28-30] have
observed that the humoral immune response in MS against EBNA1 (Epstein-Barr nuclear antigen 1)
targeted an immunodominant epitope that was recognized by IgG during IM and was subdominant in
normal people[31]. This finding suggests a dysfunctional immune response to EBV primary infection that
persists (instead of weaning, as in healthy subjects) in MS patients, and, notably encompasses an EBNA1
sequence that shares similarities with B-crystallin and anoctamin 2 (ANO2), both candidate autoantigens in
MS[32,33]. It is plausible that the 2-to-3-fold increase in MS risk in people with a clinical history of IM (which
usually occurs in late primary infection) may be included in the general 30-fold increased MS risk that is
associated with greater and dysfunctional immune response to EBNA1. In the context of an altered immune
response to EBV in MS, it has been observed that T lymphocytes that keep the infection under control
display an exhausted phenotype in the periphery and CNS of MS patients[34,35]. These data, along with
evidence of antibodies against specific EBV proteins found in oligoclonal bands[36,37], suggest the presence of
an antiviral response within the CNS and raise the possibility of repeated “nonproductive” EBV
reactivations. Further studies are needed to determine whether this altered interplay between EBV and antiEBV immune response is the cause of direct and indirect damage to neuronal tissues in MS.
Another level of complexity in the virus-host interplay is represented by the respective genomic variability.
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been associated with MS over time, and increasing evidence
on this topic has been obtained thanks to genome-wide association studies[38-40]. This high-throughput
approach led to the discovery (and in some cases confirmation) of SNPs located in DNA sequences coding
for proteins or regulatory regions with a potential impact on gene expression and protein-protein
interactions[41]. In this context, we proposed an interactome approach[41,42] due to the complexity of
interactions between genetic and non-genetic factors (mainly viral infections). Interactomes are defined as
groups of genes coding for human proteins interacting with specific environmental factors (i.e., viruses).
Our hypothesis is that SNPs within genes belonging to a specific interactome could affect virus-host
interactions. In our previous work, we measured the enrichment of MS-associated genetic variants in
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genomic regions coding for proteins interacting with environmental factors and possibly influencing
interactions. Among others, the EBV interactome was significantly associated with MS and was confirmed
to significantly contribute to disease risk[42]. This finding, and our ensuing reports on specific EBV
genotypes that were correlated with MS status[43,44], led us to hypothesize that the interaction between
humans and viruses can be affected by the rate of variability of both genomes. Specifically, we studied
Epstein-Barr nuclear antigen 2 (EBNA2) and found two intriguing peculiarities of this gene: single
nucleotide variants within the coding sequence identified an allele that was frequently associated with
MS[43]. This allele codes for a protein with binding motifs that were found to be enriched on human genomic
regions containing MS-associated genetic variants[45]. This interplay could be relevant for MS pathogenesis
since EBNA2 is one of the main viral transactivators driving the EBV latency phase in B lymphocytes. This
protein acts on both viral and cellular gene promoters/enhancers through obligatory interactions with host
cell transcription factors[46-48]. In such a complex interplay between EBNA2 and host cell factors, we
hypothesize that the bias of EBNA2 allelic frequency found in MS patients can cause quantitative differences
in EBNA2-dependent dysregulation of host cell gene expression[49,50]. Notably, data from other groups also
support this hypothesis[51,52], demonstrating a central role of EBNA2 DNA binding in regulating the immune
response in MS and other autoimmune diseases.
To obtain experimental evidence of the in vivo role of EBV in MS development, several studies used
experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), an accepted murine model of MS. Since EBV only
infects humans, a murine gamma herpesvirus 68 (γHV-68) that shares most of its genomes with EBV was
considered. EBV and γHV-68 are similar in terms of cell tropism, latency, transformation potential, and
elicited immune response features. With this model, Casiraghi et al.[53] demonstrated that mice latently
infected with γHV-68 developed more severe EAE and showed a change in the polarization of induced
myelin-specific T cell response toward a potent Th1 response, with a decrease in peripheral Treg
frequencies. Márquez et al.[54] showed that the enhanced disease observed in γHV-68 latently-infected mice
depended on maintaining the latent life cycle of the virus, and this was strongly associated with pSTAT1
and CD40 upregulation of uninfected CD11b+CD11c+ cells, which in turn enhanced activation and CNS
infiltration of CD8+ T cells. The same group recently reported that B cells latently infected by γHV-68 are
indispensable in EAE enhancement, providing experimental support to the recent important impact that B
cell-depleting approaches were found to have on MS course[55]. Regarding B cell role in MS pathophysiology,
other evidence was obtained in marmoset EAE, the non-human primate model of MS. CalHV3 is the
marmoset equivalent of human EBV, and Jagessar et al.[56] used this model to show that virus-transformed B
cells could have a crucial role in the pathogenesis of the marmoset EAE model. Finally, a recent work
showed that EBV infection of humanized mice reconstituted with human immune systems positive for
HLA-DR15 (the main genetic risk factor for MS) led to T cell hyperactivation and less efficient viral control,
providing experimental in vivo support to the synergy between EBV infection and genetic predisposition to
MS development[57].
HHV-6

HHV-6 was discovered in 1988 and consists of two subtypes, HHV-6A and HHV-6B, both of which are
prevalent in the normal population. Like other herpesviruses, HHV-6A/B establishes a lifelong latent
infection in the host. The viral genome usually persists as an extrachromosomal episome, but HHV-6 can
also integrate into host cell chromosomes. In addition to integrating into somatic cell chromosomes, HHV6A and B can also integrate into the chromosomes of germ line cells, a condition referred to as
chromosomally integrated HHV-6 (iciHHV-6), which has an estimated prevalence of 0.6%-1% in the
general population. HHV-6 is a neurotropic virus that also has lymphotropic and immunomodulating
properties. For cellular entry, HHV-6 uses the complement regulatory receptor CD46, which is expressed in
adult oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, and microglial cells. These features make it an excellent candidate to
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mediate pathogenic processes in MS.
Several studies showed that MS patients have increased titers of serum antibodies directed against HHV6[58]. In particular, MS patients presented high prevalence of antibodies against U94/REP, a latency protein
of HHv6, compared to healthy control (seroprevalence 51.47% vs. 28.57% and mean titer of positive samples
1:248 vs. 1:110; P = 0.0005)[59,60]. These results are in line with a recent study by Engdahl et al.[61], who
measured, using a novel multiplex serological assay, IgG reactivity against the immediate-early protein 1
from HHV-6A (IE1A) and HHV-6B (IE1B) in a MS cohort. IgG response against IE1A was positively
associated with MS (OR = 1.55, P = 9 × 10-22) and an interaction was observed between IE1A and EBV
antibody responses for MS risk.
While previous studies demonstrated differences between patients and controls (see ntroduction), more
recent studies are aimed at correlating viral biomarkers with MS phenotypes or courses. Knox et al.[62]
demonstrated that MS patients testing positive for HHV-6 by rapid culture assay tended to be younger and
have a shorter disease duration, supporting a potential role of HHV-6 in triggering early autoimmune
processes in the CNS. Several groups postulate that HHV-6 antibodies could correlate with MS clinical
course. A study on a Tasmanian cohort found anti-HHV-6 IgG titer to be a significant predictor of relapse
risk[63], while other studies have shown that decreased HHV-6 antibody titers correlated with fewer relapses
and less disease progression[64]. Similar results were reported by Berti et al.[65], who used sensitive nested PCR
techniques and found HHV-6 DNA more frequently in serum samples from MS patients in clinical
exacerbation than from MS patients in clinical remission. The same group reported that HHV-6 viral load
and anti-HHV-6 antibody titers in blood samples of MS patients could predict therapeutic response to
disease-modifying therapies[64].
Many recent works have aimed to clarify the mechanisms by which HHV-6 may be involved in MS
development. While a bystander effect could be attributed to many neurotropic viruses, other pathogenic
actions seem more specific for a pathogenic role of HHV-6. This virus could play a role as an initiator or
amplifier of inflammatory lesions in MS patients. CD8+ T cell-mediated response to HHV-6-infected cells
of the CNS may induce a pro-inflammatory milieu, with tissue damage and a subsequent release of
sequestered antigens that in turn activate self-reactive lymphocytes, amplifying auto-aggressive immune
responses[66]. Moreover, the fact that HHV-6A uses CD46 as a cellular receptor could increase activation of
the complement system. Alvarez-Lafuente et al.[67] demonstrated that CD46 expression was upregulated in
patients with MS with HHV‐6 infection. The latent infection of astrocytes, which are crucial for maintaining
extracellular glutamate levels to prevent excitotoxic damage of surrounding nerve cells, may play a
pathogenic role by amplifying the immune-mediated process. HHV-6-infected astrocytes demonstrated an
impaired ability to uptake glutamate, which was associated with decreased expression of the glial glutamate
transporter EAAT-2[68]. Dysregulation of glutamate levels can trigger excitotoxic death of oligodendrocytes
through overactivation of AMPA and kainate receptors and subsequent oligodendroglial death[69].
A more HHV-6-specific pathogenic mechanism includes molecular mimicry. It was demonstrated that
protein U24 (an integral membrane protein of HHV-6) shares a sequence of seven amino acids with myelin
basic protein, a main component of the myelin sheath, raising the possibility that T cells may be activated by
the HHV-6 epitope and then cross-recognize myelin basic protein, becoming pathogenic[70,71]. Crossreactivity with myelin antigens could contribute to direct oligodendrocyte damage in MS[71]. Another
deleterious effect of HHV-6 latent infection of the CNS was demonstrated by Kong et al.[72], who found a
negative effect on oligodendrocyte viability and function. Among the two viral variants, HHV-6 A is more
powerful in reducing oligodendrocyte proliferation than variant B. Notably, HHV-6A DNA is found with
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higher frequency in the serum of MS patients[67,72]. The HHV-6 protein U94, which is involved in latent state
maintenance and is a target of humoral response in MS patients[59], could play a role in the myelin repair
failure that invariably occurs as MS progresses. In fact, a recent in vitro study focused on the effect of the
HHV-6A latency protein U94 on oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) derived from fetal brains and
cultured or transplanted in mouse brains. The authors found impaired OPC migration in cells expressing
U94 that were not yet capable of repairing myelin damage[59,60]. Finally, Gardell et al.[73] reported that CNS
penetration by replicating HHV-6 variant A has the potential to initiate programmed cell death of
oligodendrocytes, glial cells, and neurons. In particular, glial cell apoptosis could be a primary event in the
autoimmune cascade in MS and other demyelinating disorders.
In vivo experiments to support the role of HHV-6 in MS development have been difficult to implement
because of the difficulty in establishing animal models of latent infection. In fact, rodents lack widespread
CD46 expression, the main cellular receptor for HHV-6 entry. Marmosets have proven to be a good EAE
model to test the role of HHV-6 in disease pathogenesis. Using intranasal routes of HHV-6 inoculation in
marmosets, Leibovitch et al.[21] showed that latent asymptomatic infection accelerated subsequent
neuroinflammation in the nonhuman primate model of MS. The underpinning findings were the expansion
of a proinflammatory CD8 subset and the presence of HHV-6 viral antigens in brain lesions of virus/EAE
marmosets, which is consistent with previous findings on HHV-6 localizations in MS brain lesions.

MS-RELATED RETROVIRUSES AND NEUROINFLAMMATION
HERVs are classified into three classes and further divided into 31 families. To define each family, a letter is
added to HERV (e.g., HERV-W, HERV-K, HERV-H, etc.), which identifies transfer RNA (tRNA) specificity
of the binding site[74]. The HERV genome is the same as exogenous retroviruses and encodes four viral
proteins: Gag (matrix and retroviral core), Pol (reverse transcriptase), Pro (integrase), and Env (envelope).
This part of the viral genome is delimited by two long terminal repeat regions, which contain the regulators
(enhancers and promoters) of HERV gene expression. Epigenetic control is fundamental for the
transcriptional activity of HERV sequences. Indeed, the capability of HERV genes to become active is linked
to the preservation of functional long terminal repeat and the absence of mutations that disrupt their open
reading frames[75]. HERVs are usually highly defective since they have accumulated various mutations and
recombination through evolution: between 7% and 30% of all HERV sequences are transcriptionally active
in the genome[74]. This transcriptional activity seems to be limited to Env proteins that may be useful for the
host: for example, HERV-W locus 7q21.2 produces a functional Env protein (Syncytin-1) involved in
placental syncytiotrophoblast formation[76]. Dysregulated epigenetic control of HERV gene expression
occurs in autoimmune, neurodegenerative, and chronic inflammatory diseases. Factors that typically
influence HERV epigenetic control are viral infections, particularly Herpesviridae infections. This
interaction is of particular interest in MS; both EBV and HHV-6 can awaken HERV sequences from their
dormant state, whereas herpesviruses could be an initial trigger for HERV-W/MSRV-mediated pathogenic
actions[75]. It has been suggested that viral risk factors interplay with each other, and in turn interact with
other non-genetic and genetic etiological components of the host in a loop that eventually overcomes the
threshold for disease development [Figure 1].
Since the first detection of HERVs in MS in the early 90s[77], different research groups have studied the
possible correlation between the expression of these endogenous retroviruses and MS. Many studies have
pointed to HERV-W as a main trigger of MS. In particular, HERV-W Env protein and its endogenous
HERV-W Env homolog from chromosome 7q, renamed syncytin[78], has been the viral protein most often
detected in the serum/plasma and CSF of MS patients as compared with control groups. Moreover, several
studies have demonstrated the presence of Env in macrophages and/or microglial cells in active plaques of
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the interplay between viral and genetic risk factors in MS. Virus-host interaction can be
dysregulated in genetically predisposed subjects. The herpesviruses can induce a dysregulation of epigenetic control and a
dysfunctional immune response leading to the reactivation of endogenous retroviruses. MS: Multiple sclerosis.

MS patients[79,80].
A meta-analysis performed by Morandi et al.[81] showed a strong association between MSRV/ HERV-Wpol
and MSRV/HERV-Wenv and MS. A high OR (22.66) was demonstrated using healthy blood donors as a
control group for the env meta-analysis.
However, the major limitation of these meta-analysis was the relatively small population samples, all from
European genetic groups with a very high risk of MS, such as the Sardinian population. Consequently, it is
not clear that this relationship holds for all ethnic groups.
To overcome this issue a recent study examined the RNA expression in peripheral blood of HERV-W of MS
patients and healthy control from two ethnic groups with very different risk rates of MS, from UK with an
MS risk rate of 108/100,000 and from the republic of Tatarstan, with a mixed Russian and Tartar population
which have an MS risk rate of 21-31/100,000. The Russian population demonstrated higher level of
expression of MSRV compared to the British population in both healthy and MS groups, but with higher
expression levels in MS patients than healthy patients[82].
The potential pro-inflammatory and immunopathogenic effects of MSRV Env seem to be due to the
activation of Toll-like receptor (TLR) 4 and its co-receptor CD14 expressed on monocytes and endothelial
cells[83,84], leading to the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as interleukin-1 β (IL-1 β ),
interleukin-6 (IL-6), and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α)[85]. The activation of TLR4 on endothelial cells
induces ICAM-1 expression, which attracts T cells from the bloodstream to the CNS. As T cells arrive in the
CNS, Env protein can interact with a T cell receptor region, which is independent of the antigen-binding
site, activating multiple clones irrespective of their antigen specificity. The function of Env protein as a
superantigen, together with its pro-inflammatory effects on microglia, could mediate a vicious circle leading
to uncontrolled autoreactive cell expansion and massive secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the
CNS[75]. Moreover, the Env protein co-localizes with OPCs in normal-appearing white matter of MS
patients. The activation of TLR4 expressed on OPCs determines the production of pro-inflammatory
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cytokines and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), which in turn results in nitro-tyrosine groups and
changes in myelin protein expression[86]. These negative effects of the HERV-W Env protein on OPC may
interfere with myelin repair, causing defective remyelination and contributing to MS progression[79,87].
Several studies postulate that HERV could be implicated not only in triggering mechanisms underlying MS
development, but also in disease progression through the maintenance of a chronic inflammatory state.
Longitudinal studies evidenced that the presence of MSRV/HERV-W in the CSF of patients with early MS is
linked to a greater relapse rate, a worse Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) score, and a higher
probability to reach secondary progression[87]. Patients affected by optic neuritis, a possible prodromal MS
condition, who had high MSRV positivity in blood and CSF, showed a higher rate of conversion to MS over
the next 20 months. Of note, MSRV gene expression diminishes when patients undergo therapy. Some
studies have demonstrated a significant reduction in viremia in patients treated with interferon beta,
natalizumab, and fingolimod, suggesting a role of HERV-W/MSRV as a biomarker for MS course and
therapy outcome[25].
HERV-W/MSRV has been studied as a potential therapeutic target due to its potential role in MS
pathophysiology. In this context, a recombinant DNA-derived humanized antibody of IgG4/kappa subclass,
GNbAC1, was developed. GNbAC1 selectively binds to the surface domain of the MSRV-Env protein with
an affinity (KD) of 2.2 Nm. It acts by neutralizing MSRV TLR4 binding potential[84,88]. Consequently,
GNbAC1 could simultaneously block the pathological inflammation process and restore the remyelination
process in MS patients. The biological activity of this monoclonal antibody was first determined with in
vitro assays and with experimental allergic encephalitis (EAE) models induced by MSRV-Env[83]. It is now
being investigated as an MS treatment, especially in the progressive stage where a defective remyelination
process prevails[89].
In humans, GNbAC1 is administered intravenously every 4 weeks. To date, two randomized controlled
trials (phase IIa and phase IIb) have been conducted on MS patients[90]. The phase IIa study included 12
subjects affected by relapsing-remitting MS. Considering the small sample size, no marker of efficacy was
analyzed. The safety endpoint was met since no adverse events were reported and only one patient
presented a new lesion at MRI scan after 12 months of treatment[91]. The phase IIb study (CHANGE-MS)
(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02782858) was a double-blind placebo-controlled trial conducted over 24
months that recruited 270 relapsing-remitting MS patients with active disease. The primary endpoint was
disease activity at MRI expressed as the cumulative number of gadolinium-enhancing T1 lesions on brain
MRI (time frame: week 12-24). The secondary endpoints also considered brain atrophy. There were no
significant changes in MRI activity, clinical relapses, or brain volume loss in GNbAC1-treated cohorts.
However, predefined analyses were also performed and a reduction in new contrast-enhancing lesions was
observed in active patients treated with the highest dose vs. those treated with placebo[92]. Some secondary
measures of tissue damage were better in the treated group than in the placebo[90]. Currently, a possible
neuroprotective effect of GNbAC1 cannot be ruled out and further studies are needed to confirm a possible
therapeutic effect of this monoclonal antibody. An open-label long-term extension of CHANGE-MS for 96
weeks is ongoing (ANGEL-MS) to evaluate long-term effects of this approach (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier:
NCT03239860). In this context, a recent work showed that HERV-W Env directly fuels microglia-induced
axonal damage in MS, and this result seems to offer an explanation for the apparent neuroprotective effect
of approaches based on antibody-mediated neutralization of HERV-W Env[93].
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CONCLUSION
Two main lines emerge from the studies reported in the previous sections: (1) the possible identification of
new MS-specific inflammatory biomarkers; and (2) the development of therapeutic approaches, possibly
expanding current disease-modifying therapies to underlying driver(s) of disease.
Concerning biomarkers, EBNA2 variants have been described as good predictors of MS risk[43] and may
plausibly represent a biomarker of disease course or disease-modifying therapy response. HHV-6 serology
has been variably correlated to MS phase and course (reviewed in Leibovitch and Jacobson[94], 2014). A
recent work based on a novel multiplex serological assay measuring IgG reactivity against the immediateearly protein 1 from HHV-6A (IE1A) and HHV-6B (IE1B) seems to provide a reliable biomarker to predict
MS risk[61]. New and confirmative studies are needed to verify whether these approaches may help in MS
management. MSRV gene expression showed a good correlation with MS course and may be a promising
biomarker candidate. Nonetheless, the lack of a standardized and optimized detection method and the
different expression levels in diverse populations constitute major obstacles to be overcome[74]. Stronger
evidence is needed to understand the potential impact of MSRV-based assays on clinical practice.
Implementing new vaccines or antiviral therapies capable of preventing or etiologically targeting modifiable
MS risk factors may be of interest in disease management. Important ongoing research is focusing on antiEBV approaches, also taking into account its pathogenic role in several cancers and post-transplant
lymphoproliferative disorders[95]. Phase II vaccine trials are under way and have shown preliminary
benefits[96], and an experimental approach to improve the immunogenicity of potential vaccinations has
been reported[97,98]. Besides vaccination, other innovative approaches are being investigated to block EBV
and other herpesvirus infections. Small molecule inhibitors of EBNA1 DNA binding or novel editing by
CRISPR/Cas9 of the viral genome are of special interest because they are aimed at latent infection, which is
likely to be important in MS etiopathogenesis[99,100].
Antiviral compounds (especially in disorders mediated by herpesviruses) have already been tried in MS
patients without significant results. The future of this approach seems to rely on antiretroviral treatments,
which have been inspired by some reports of benefits in treated HIV-positive patients also affected by
MS[101-104]. An open-label phase II trial of the anti-retroviral raltegravir in 60 HIV-negative patients with
relapsing-remitting MS showed no benefit[105]. An HIV-negative person with MS treated with a combination
of lamivudine and zidovudine, which is used in the treatment of HIV infection, was recently reported to
show clear benefits from this treatment, which may also have anti-EBV action[106,107]. The prodrug tenofovir,
used clinically for HIV prevention, was recently reported as an inhibitor of EBV[108]. Among antiretroviral
therapies, the monoclonal antibody GNbAC1, which is specific for MSRV-Env, is currently under
investigation, and the possibility of antagonizing HERV and EBV, which are known to interact with each
other, especially in B cells (see above), is an intriguing area of investigation in preclinical studies[109].
Long-term perspectives may include approaches that consider the interaction between viruses and other
risk factors of MS neuroinflammation, including the modification of known risk factors (such as vitamin D
insufficiency, smoking exposure, and body mass index disorders), which has been shown to improve viral
biomarkers[110], or approaches based on pathogenic interactions between viral exposure and genetic
susceptibility to MS, which may alter the liability threshold for the disease and represent an integral
etiologic approach to MS therapy[41].
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